Sub : Award of reward-GSE to the police personnel and CF-Orders Issued-Reg

The following police personnel and Camp Follower of AR Camp,Kalamassery are awarded Good Service Entry for their excellent works in the office of the District Police Chief,Ernakulam Rural.

1. Sabir K. Usman       DVR HC 9811
2. Shyju                DVR HC 9835
3. Shanif A.M           CPO 12202
4. Praveen Kumar K.P    CPO 12364
5. Basil A.K            CPO 12104
6. Mahesh Kumar M       CPO 12104
7. Ramdas              CPO 12654
8. Thomas               CF 6998

21-01-2017
George A V IPS,
District Police Chief

To  : Individuals
Copy To : Section A6(b) for making necessary entries in the SB of the individual concerned,D.O Book.